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FIRST IN A THREE PART SERIFS

Researchers sweat over flu
WHERE WE STAND NOW
THE RESEARCH

Cures have long been sought,
immediacy is now priority

■ Another goal is to establish
a research network to connect
trained people in every state to
control influenza.

■ The Avian Influenza Virus
Program is based out of the
University of Maryland, with
researchers working nationwide.
■ The program has funding to run
through February 2008.
■ The national project has three
broad aims, according to it's director Daniel Perez, assistant professor at the University of Maryland.
■ The first area is to develop tools
to analyze transmission of the
virus trom birds to other species.
■ The second is wild bird surveillance to define what types of
viruses are circulating.

By Holy Atoms

A CURE?
■ There is still no FDA approved
cure for avian influenza.
■ Currently available on the market are four anti-viral medications
that can reduce symptoms of the
flu, but cannot cure it, according
to Jeff Cooper, Wood County health
commissioner.

Research brings answers

CAMPUS HEWS

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first
of a three -prut series on how the
avian bint flu may or may not affect
Americans —imdwliatsbeingdone
on a local level to pre/xtm for it.
Whh concerns that the "bird fhi"
virus current ly sending a scare
through Asia may start to transmit
between humans, scientists and
health officials across America artworking diligently to understand
avian influenza.
Commonly referred to as the "bird
flu," avian influenza most recently
came into the American lexicon
eight years ago when a case was
diagnosed in humans.
Bird flu has yet to be diagnosed in
America, but scientists and health
officials fear an influenza pandemic
— a worldwide outbreak of disease.
And although general interest has
been recent, BOOK researchers have
been studying avian influenza for
years.
One such researcher is Richard
Slemons, an associate professor in
veterinary pteventattve medicine at
The Ohio State University, who has
been researching avian influenza for

SB yean

Slemons is part of a national project called The Avian Influenza Virus
Program, being conducted under
a $5 million grant from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Slemons works with trying to
describe the national liistory of viruses and seeing which are pathogenic.
Radiogenic viruses have the capability of causing disease by cither
originating or producing the disease.
These include the H5N1 vtrus — the
strain of avian Bu infecting humans
in Asia.
" V* have a network of people working around the country," Slemons
said. "We have not found any indication of the H5N1 virus in the US.
We're just doing ongoing monitoring.
We're trying to provide an early detection system."
Slemons is currently processing
specimens from wild bints in several
U.S. locations, looking to see if these
American fowl are carrying the same
bird flu.
"1 don't think we should be panicked, but 1 think we should be alert,"
he said.
Researchers in several states are
each looking into various areas of

Professor
strives to
clear up air
for patients
Charles Keil works to
improve air flow in
Toledo-area hospitals
By Nick Carrabine
REPORTER

Associate Professor Charles Keil
from the University is hooking up with Toledo Hospitals to
make sure every patient has a
breath of fresh air.
Keil is working with the infection control department at the
hospital to evaluate the air flow
and air mixing that circulates in
patients'rooms. If the air is not
clean, infections can transmit
through the ventilation.
The professor is detcrm i ned to
make sure that all of the patients
at the hospital will receive fresh
air by installing new inlet and
outlet systems in the rooms.
"My research has been
involved with looking at air mixing in rooms, especially work
places, to sec if workers are being
exposed to chemicals in the air,"
Keil said. "Also, to make better
inlets and outlets for air so it's a
better environment.''
While there haven't been
many problems so far with infections transmitting, Keil saw that
Toledo Hospital is not taking any
chances and they want to make
the rooms as fresh as possible
before something does happen.
"Toledo is very pro-active,
they are not waitingfor problems
to occur," he said. "Some corners
of rooms are not being equally
distributed of fresh air, and they
would like to make the air clean
before anything happens. They
are taking no chances."
Doug Clutts, who works for
the infection control department at the hospital, is also
involved in the project.
"With a smoke cloud, you can
look at the air currents and some
areas in the room aren't even
moving," Clutts said. "Once you
gain isolation in the rooms, it
will be designed to move airborn infectious contaminants;
you want to make sure the room
has a good flow."
Clutts' process to make sure
that the rooms are fresh is a veryextensive one.
"Part of my objective for the
project was to go through all the
HOSPITAL. PAGE 2

Grading to change

U.S. citizen shot to death after
claim of bomb in carry-on
Air marshal fires at
mentally-ill passenger,
no bomb found
By John Pain
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI — A passenger who
claimed to have a bomb in a
carry-on bag was shot and killed
by a federal air marshal yesterday on a jetway to an American
Airlines plane that was about
to take off for Orlando, officials
said. No bomb was found in the
bag, a U.S. official said.
Homeland
Security
Department spokesman Brian
Doyle said the dead man was a
44-year-old U.S. citizen. It was
the first time since the Sept. 11

attacks that an air marshal had
shot at anyone, he said.
According to a witness, the
man frantically ran down the
aisle of the Boeing 757 while his
wife tried to explain that he was
mentally ill and had not taken
his medication.
The passenger indicated there
was a bomb in his bag and was
confronted by air marshals but
ran off the aircraft, Doyle said.
The marshals went after him
and ordered him to get down
on the ground, but he did not
comply and was shot when he
apparently reached into the bag,
Doyle said.
The plane, Flight 924, had
arrived in Miami from Medellin,
Colombia, just after noon, and

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

the shooting occurred shortly
after 2 p.m. as the plane was
about to take off for Orlando
with the man and 119 other
passengers and crew, American
spokesman Tim Wagner said.
After the shooting, investigators spread passengers' bags on
the tarmac and let dogs sniff
them for explosives, and bomb
squad members blew up at least
two bags.
A U.S. official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because
of the information's sensitivity,
said authorities examined the
bag and found no explosives.
The concourse where the
shooting took place was shut
SH00TIN6, PAGE 2
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Graduate college rules
to update policies on
'incomplete' grades
By Candice Jones
REPORTER

As this semester winds down
and final grades are calculated, the grading policy that
exists in the graduate college
will be used for the last time.
Beginning fall semester
2006 the graduate college will
change its policy on 'incomplete' grades and what their
consequences are.
An 'incomplete' or INC
grade can be given in place
of a letter grade when the
student does not complete a
definite requirement in one of
their classes, like a final exam

SATURDAY

Snow
Showers

High: 26'
Low 13'

or project. After receiving an ments before the deadline or
INC, students have six months else the INC will become an F
to complete the missing work on their transcript.
to the satisfaction of their
The existing undergraduate
policy on INC grades is similar
instructor.
to that of the revised
Currently,
graduate policy in
"You have
according to the
graduate college's
that INC grades that
to
do
grading policy, it
are not resolved will
something be calculated as an
is possible for students to accept the
in the undergrad...you can't Fuate's
INC as a final grade
GPA.
The policy reviand let it stand on just let those
their final tran- 'incompletes' sion may be new to
script.
the graduate colIn the revised
lege but according
go-"
version of the gradto Neal Carothers,
J£FF HOLT. GRAD
ing policy an INC
who chaired the
STUDENT
is only temporary.
committee which
Graduate students
researched the polmay still receive an INC in a icy, other universities in the
class but they will be expected
to complete all class requireGRAD GRADES,PAGE 2
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Man killed
after claiming
BRIEFING he has bomb

BG NEWS
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The BG News wins
design awards

The BG News recently
won two first place awards
for page design from College
Front Page, a journalism
design Web site.
The three contests were for
front pages, sports pages and
feature pages, and included
entries dating between May
and October 2005. The BG
News placed first in both the
front and sports page categories for designs from Oct. 24
and Nov. 7. respectively.
Contest results can be
seen at http://collegefrontpage.com/pages/contests.
php, and are listed under
"Winners" in the "May - Oct
05 Entries" column.

SHOOTING, FROM PAGE 1

down for a half-hour, but the rest
of the airport continued operating, officials said.
Mary Gardner, a passenger
aboard the Orlando-bound
flight, told WTVJ-TV in Miami
that the man ran down the
aisle from the rear of the plane,
"lie was frantic, his arms flailing
in the air," she said. She said a
woman followed, shouting, "My
husband! My husband!"
Gardner said she heard the
woman say her husband was
bipolar — a mental illness also
known as manic-depression —
and had not had his medication.
There were only 32 air marshals at the time of the Sept.
II attacks. The Bush administration hired thousands more
afterward, but the exact number
is classified.

Prof wants better air
HOSPITAL. FROM PAGE 1

isolated and operating rooms to
evaluate the isolation inside of
them," he said. "Then I put out a
grid in the rooms and evaluated
how efficiently the air in that
spot is being exchanged."
Cluns started the project by
himself and was then referred
to Keil for help. When Keil was
contacted by (Hulls, the professor
thought it was a great idea.
"This is a great example of
how real world problems can
l>c addressed when you have
relationships between working
places and education thai can
suggest ways lo make things better." Keil said.

While (IIIII. says that Toledo is
first hospital to do such an extensive project like this, the Wood
County Hospital also is very
aware of how important fresh air

is for a patient

Steve Hunter, who works for
Wood County Hospital, assures
patients that they have a safe
environment.
Hunter says that allof their hospital rooms have been checked
for proper air circulation
"We have outside contractors
come in and they do an air analysis and make sure the room
is clean," Hunter said. "There
are standards to how many air
changes there are in a room
per day."

2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

GRAO GRADES, FROM PAGE 1

state were ahead of the game.
"BGSU had easilythe weakest
policy in the state," he said.
The committee assigned discussed the revisions for over a
year. Carothers said that if the
university allows students to
graduate with an INC on their
transcript it may reflect poorly
on the university for not caring
whether or not students finish
their work.
Not everyone agrees with
the changes though. On Nov.
1, when the revisions were presented to The Faculty Senate
for approval, a statement on
behalf of the Graduate Student
Senate voiced concerns about
the change.
In the statement, GSS asked
the Faculty Senate members
not lo adopt the policy, which
they said would not do students
justice. The concerns of GSS

BIRD FLU, FROM PAGE 1

avian influenza, according to
the national program's director Daniel Perez, an assistant
professor in the Department
of Veterinary Medicine al the
University of Maryland.
One of the most recent findings of Perez's research is bird
species receptors — which may
be key in how the transmission
from birds lo humans occurs.
Perez is working with fowl, like
quail, that normally don't carry
the virus. Natural virus carriers
are water fowl, but when domestic fowl like chickens and turkeys
become infected, the vims replicates well and becomes deadly.

Will history repeat?

HOUSES!

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Now Leasing
for 2006

445 E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

GREENBRIARJNC.
vvwwqteenbnarrentals.com

mainly dealt with circumstances where conflicts between students and the instructors prevent them from agreeing on a
way to complete the INC.
According to GSS, by automatically changing an INC to
an F, the new policy will "pass
negative judgment against the
student every time in these
conflicts," and take away the
students right to leave their
grade as an INC, even though
these instances are rare.
Graduate student, Jeff Holt,
said that ending up with an INC
on his transcript has never been
an issue.
"You have to do something
about it, you can't just let those
incompletes go," he said.
But for this year, the policy
remains as it is posted in ihe
Graduate Catalog and course
work in the coming year will
not be affected by the revised
policy.

position in favor of the war
is strongly supported in her
district.
The Democrats' plan was
to erect two billboards near
Schmidt's Portsmouth, Ohio,
district office and another in
Cincinnati that said, "Shame
on you, Jean Schmidt Stop
anacking veterans. Keep your
eye on die ball — we need a
real plan for Iraq."
But Lunar Advertising
Co. of Baton Rouge rejected
the billboards as too negative, then demanded that the
DNC increase the size of its
name on the ads. The DNC
balked but couldn't find
another billboard company,
complaining that Lamar controlled the market.
"If they had honored their
obligations, there would be
two billboards up right now
outside lean Schmidt's district office."

By David Hammer
THE «SSOCIATE0 PiESS

WASHINGTON — Thwarted
by an advertising company that refused to put
up billboards criticizing
a Republican congresswoman in her own district,
the Democratic National
Committee has decided to
put the message on a billboard towed by a truck and in
newspapers.
The DNC says 7,000
donors gave money to blast
Cincinnati-area Rep. lean
Schmidt after she attacked
Pennsylvania Rep. John
Murtha, a Democrat and
Marine veteran, for his call
for U.S. withdrawal from
Iraq. Schmidt was booed off
the House floor when she
said, "Cowards cut and run,
Marines never do."
Schmidt later apologized
for the wording, but says her

Doctors hope to prevent pandemic

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.

Dems use boards
to blast Schmidt

GSS will update
grading policies

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006
Also ask about our rental rates at

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FKOBOSE RENTALS

Pan of that concern comes
from the natural chain of events
— including three pandemics
thai have occurred in the past
century.
Slemons' years of research on
avian flu lead him to believe the
timing is right for another influenza pandemic.
"One of the things thai I
found initially in the early 60s
and 70s — this cycling of pandemic outbreaks in humans
regularly occurs," he said. "We
don't know what's going to
happen, but based on history,
we think we should be having
another pandemic."
And according to history, pandemics tend to occur every 60
to 70 years, said Scott Rogers,
chair of the University Biological
Science department.
"There are other lesser pandemics, but it Ithe current
outbreak] coincides with generational times with the human
population," he said.
Both the avian virus and
human virus are very virulent,
according to Rogers, meaning
they spread rapidly with high
mortality rates.
Because of this high mortality rate, the agenda for the U.S.
poultry industry is to aggressiveiy go after the avian virus and
eliminate it, Slemons said.
"The problem in Asia is that
the vims got into the commercial poultry industry and they
let it persist and become an
endemic," he said.

Farmers may run a risk
Now despite the vims not
being in the United States, from
what is known, people who work
in close contact with birds are

most prone lo contracting Ihe
vims, Rogers said.
"The biggest risk is if you are
raising birds or dealing with
birds in some way," he said.
Birds that naturally have the
vims pass it on to domestic fowl
like chickens, which are then
handled by humans, who contract the vims in return.
"I think the risks are very small
right now, but it's a probability
— the more you have it spreading in the bird population and
coming in contact with farm
animals, there's more chance for
recombination," Rogers said.
But as the H5NI strain has
not yet been found in the United
States, some have little concern
of a pandemic occurring.
"Since ihe avian flu is new,
there is no human to-human
transmission of avian flu,
so the chance of it coming
here is minimal at best," said
Glenn Egelman, director of the
University's Student Health
Services. "As long as we don't
have people bringing chickens
from southeast Asia, we're OK."
While the current strain of
flu can only be contracted from
fowl-to-human and not human
to-human, in the past, such
strains have mutated.
"The issue with avian flu is it
has not been seen in humans
until recently," Egelman said. "If
a human can contract it through
a bird, it's not all that long a step
before it's human-to-human."
Even with all the speculation
about the avian flu, researchers
say nothing is certain.
"Wfe are preparing for a pandemic that we don't know is
going lo happen," Perez said.
And with all the concern over

HISTORY OF BIRD FLU
THE FIRST CASE
■ First human case diagnosed
in 1997 in Hong Kong.
■ Avian influenza has been
contracted by 125 people
worldwide, killing 64 of them
since 2003, according to the
Worid Health Organization.
■ The particular strain of virus
that has infected and killed
humans recently in Asia is
H5N1. About 24 other avian
influenza strains have been
discovered worldwide in the
past century.
PAST PANDEMICS
■ The Spanish Flu outbreak of
1918-1919, which killed more
than 500,000 people in the
United States alone and up to
50 million people worldwide,
according to the Center for
Disease Control.
■ The Asian Flu from 19571958 that killed 70,000 people
in the United States.
■ The Hong Kong Flu from
1968-1969 that killed about
34,000 Americans.
■ The first human avian influenza virus was isolated in 1933,
according to Richard Slemons,
associate professor at 0SU.
■ What most people don't
realize is 30,000 Americans
die each year from influenza,
according to Scott Rogers, chair
of BGSU Btological Science
department.

avian influenza, people may be
prone to overlook a more deadly
killer — influenza — not the
avian kind.

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
www.winthropterrace.com

(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

HEAT INCLUDED
Ride our Free Resident Shuttle
to Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30,1-4:30)
1

2 Swimming Pools
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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TUITION RISES AT TH UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IOWA CITY, Iowa (U-WIRE) - It's official: Tuition at
the University of Iowa is going up next year. The
state Board of Regents on Tuesday unanimously
approved tuition increases at its schools for the 200607 academic year, which includes a 4.5 percent hike at
the UI. Undergraduates will pay an additional $253.

CAMPUS

seta Facebook not

Tife

calendar of events

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Art Galleries: "The Poe Road
Public Art ProjecfStudent
Proposals"
Union Galleries
8:30-11:30 a.m.
Pel slocking sale
This event is a fundraiser for
PVMA while supporting a local
animal shelter. Stockings for
dogs and cats are available,
along with candycane shaped
rawhides. The stockings contain
treats and there is a toy in each
cat stocking. Each slocking
is $2.50 or 3 stockings for $6
and each candycane rawhide is
$0.50.
Union Tables
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Information
Days!
204 South Hall
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
An opportunity to appreciate the
efforts of some of the finest artists in this region, this exhibition
presents work in a wide range
of media by current and emeriti
faculty and current staff members of the School of Art.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Holiday Stocking Raffle
Friends of the Humane Society is
raffling off 3 holiday stockings
to support the Wood Co. Humane
Society. Tickets are $1 for 1
ticket or $5 for 6 tickets. Tickets
are bursarable!
Union Tables
10:45 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Cheer/Dance Crew Card Sale,
sponsored by Student Life
Union Tables
11a.m.-2 p.m.
After School Program Jewelry
Sale
United Christian Fellowship student group will be selling handmade earrings made by children
participating in their programs.
All profits will go towards their
after-school programs.
Union Tables
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Dive Deeper with Creed on
Campus!
315 Union

fun and games

Colleges, potential
employers may scope
out Facebook profiles
By Brandon I. Mendelson
0 —WIRE

TVvo important issues every college student faces are her future
and her social life — the answer
to every 5-year-olds Inquiry of.
"What am I going to he when
1 grow up?" and every college
student's need for a social life.
Images from popular culture
such as "Animal House" have
led to the misconception that
college is a marathon party with
only sleep coming between random hook-ups, hangovers, and
the occasional paper or test.
Generation Vs college students
have taken to online Web sites
such as Facebook to reach out
to people they may never inert
in person. I lowever. college students using Pecebook may face
serious challenges.
In October 2005, a student
at Fisher College was expelled
for comments posted about a
university police officer. Penn
State University Police used
Facebook to find snidents who
disrupted a game against Ohio
State University. Students at
Northern Kentucky University
were penalized for posting phi >tos of a drinking party on their
Facebook page.
Kansas State University
made use of Facebook to look
into possible breaches in the

campus's honor code when
students used Facebook to
trade information without
the professor's knowledge.
The University of New Mexico
blocked access to Facebook
from campus facilities hec ,u IM
it violates the school's acceptable use policy. The school
was concerned by the use of
a University of New Mexico email address 10 use Facebook
for non-school purposes.
A Facebook group such as "I
hate Hippies" is acceptable. A
Facebook group named "I halt'
Kevin Pettograsso because he's
a dirty wop that cheats playing World of Warcraft" is not.
Photos in your profile or group
showing you violating campus
policy, regardless of whether
or not you posted the photos, may also lead to charges
against you.
Students should also look out
for language that may constitute harassment, such as consistent verbal abuse toward
another student. The use of
a campus e-mail address to
access Facebook, a concern
of the some institutions, also
makes you responsible for any
violations of the acceptable use
policy. Pictures of underage
drinking and drug usage also
constitute violations of other
campus policies as well as state
and federal law.
Potential employers with
a lack of information about a
student could access Facebook
and other sites for Information.

Pil Dortsmin BGNews
PRETTY PUPPY: Shawn Conner trims Leelo's toe nails at The Groom Room on Wooster Street.
They offer a range of services, including hair cuts.

Tie noiida^s Are,* t Jugt/^n on
Christmas
at 6:00pm
• Christmas Parties
• Gift Cards Available
Hours: 11-2:30am Kitchen Open till 1:30am

ff« u«

Chunks
only $19.99

Get the Gift'

(carry out only)
limited time offec

That always Fits
(purchase $50 get $5
in free vouchers)
1720 E. WOOSTER ST 419-354-2000

srofc^

Make JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished with full
bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person Rate- S395.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- S365.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1 or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office for prices for 2 occupants.
517 E. REED STREET At Thurstln. Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. School Year- One person Rate- $465.00. One Year- One Person
Rate- $400.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One Year- One
Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $465.00. One Year- One Person
Rate- $410.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $385.00. One Year- One
Person Rate- $350.00.
B39 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate- $460.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $395.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $250.00 Nonrefundable pet
locations:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville
802 Sixth
517 E. Reed

deposit at these
755 Manville
841 Eighth
733 Manville

8 p.m.
Pandora's Box Alternative Film
Series
"Zapatista Women"
308 Union

DID YOU
KNOW?

Our eyes are
always the same
size from birth,
but our nose and
ears never stop
growing.

PRIMPED PUP

"•"7""" ,

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1,2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental Office for
prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $625.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $525.00.
SOS CLOUCH STREET- Behind Kinkos. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath * vanity. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.00. One YearTwo Person Rate- $520.00.
521 EAST MERRY- Furnished. One bath. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $655.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $555.00. • Lower floors
reduced rate.
402 HIGH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath. School YearTwo Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- TVvo Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath. Vanity in
each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $520.00.
B10 FIFTH. 649 ♦ 707 Sixth ft 818 SEVENTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person Rate$560.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00.
840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
831 SEVENTH- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity.
School Year-TVvo Person Rate- $555.00. One Year- TVvo Person Rate$480.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $630.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.iohnnewloverealestate.com

- *
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QlUTEl X'.^l n|K
~A loi<efor tradition has nei<er weakened a
nation, indeed it has strengthened nations
in their hour of peril.'
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STAFF EDITORIAL i nl.FMMA ("MVFI5SITV

OPINION

The Grinch that stole student loans
For snirrnts, exams corr. or.
tebonsn.UnfcmnaKK aide
farter down te mad. bans loan
A problem that Ins growr: subsBr-naty over the rav the scue
of suden debt pc-s-colene has
recently nawj corisiderable
■nsenaon Trms makes the Seme
and House of Fkeptene-ncaoves
A&i wwnni bMs al the :ixje
T&yklfl'MyyMie^jpfc aha*1
The Sernae bfl mixes spending on student cons by ahnosi
S10bi»onc»er the next five vears.

YOU DECIDE
v f.K -■ -• "*•?:-->:«:<?•
OB CMBBB s M the BVB t
BTJJI- pe" Send an t ■■! ID

■•*■!?••:&-.ri?»: :■■:<- n: •*•
■ wr* -QJ tram ar poa leec:.:-:> ■ aa an] 0t
whie the House bffi reduces
vpninara; by over S14 baton durnc the same ume fcaiif Tbcse
buis sweceak onset federal subsackes far private lenders, lesukar. a coreade-rabie increase

ii bonowing costs far students
American students on average
borrow aprxTxxnateh S17500 ■>
anend colege. The House bal wfl
ooa each student nearh a staea-er■og S6O00 in loan lepakmaas.
The respective bate also cut
funding 10 other areas, ndudng
Sieckaid and food samps, whie
51 batonwfl actuals-be awarded
io dairy fannns. who may regret
the ilerisyirj when l rnrnps tame
to send (heir own chicken » college Oven* the curs amount to a
S50 baton saving, most of which

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Drinking laws
for military
not unfair
-'

•

-

■.-::-

.
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wrote das arnde to severely
nasLUtijedttm proposal I
raghh doubt mat when Rep
-•: _
- jeAbBMaaailM
•.vas trymg to figure out a way
to increase military enlistment.
and to dank that the proposal
was made for the sole purpose
of recrumng more young people is absotuteh ludicrous.
Obvnush being allowed to
drink shoukfct be a reason to

sir - _*.-_-. . -. '.vmg tel feaj
could be deployed arid possibly
kaVrl fat the sole purpose of
being able to drink.

I yx-.: dunk that alowing
maaarypasuiaid between the
ages of 18 and 21 is discrimination in any-way-whatsoever.
There are countless benefits
enjoyed by persons m the maV
tary such as tuition assistance,
less expensive health care housing, etc To say that lowering the
;.v •_■ . ... _ i -: : -.- - naoon against young people
who are not in the rnabtary- is
ecuhalent to saying that grvmg
people in the military money- to
go to college is discrimiriarion
against college age students who
are not in the rruatary. and that
providing health care for soldiers
and their farnnes is cascriminaodn against al Americans who
-Tz Mud io dsa] •■•'". IK BJfgSi
exists of health care
The risks that go along with
enlisting n the naatary-are m
mam- cases outrageous, and a* a
person is wttng to tate on these
risks then 1 don't see am- reason
why tnev shouidn: be able to
purchase alcohol

The edaonai staled "Soldiers
coming back from Iraq and
Afghanistan may be more
stressed out than other young
people, but alowing diem to
dnhk is not going to mate their.
■a, r^re rflav
.: -j-j? :r: ;•::-.;_ aM
further misunderstood bv the
wTiser of this edaorial because
apparenuY thev think another
major reasou for das proposal
B that soldiers »fl be aikwed to
drink their troubles away.
fro fairly* cenam that the
majority of people ages 18-21
Aai dvBoai I Daaa-Bati aln U
do so not to forget their probiems. but to have a good time
To think that this proposal was
created to serve as some kind
of anti-depressant for people
rmaTahg from war is ridiculous.

ERIN
ROOF

:-•'•:-: OBBBBI
l«B>XB>Sur
KemSutl'T-.Ahem
Snow, the economic
wasteland Governor Taft
pro-life license phart Bot Nej
I hrtlHHHMHMr aa^DCDflaDCDCv "it"
nistbeh.KwBbciwet.skyroctenng coleae turadn the
Youngstown mob. scandalous
v '*_•' t .' _'_: .- . "; Djac --" CaflMfgpi bciaj ;"ny--over' state. Ernest Angley.
die rabid OX corn-fed white
boys. Segaly and underfunded
schools, thesmel of manure,
being a "red" state. Oveland
rare coin imestments. Dieboid.
eJecbon fraud and - it's freakin
cold here!
This is the abridged list of
reasons why I can't wait to move
out of Ohio
In the -mmrdme wake of
Etechon 2004.1 was stiiching in
Geneva and doing a lot of mveahg. People would commonly
ask what country-1 am from.
I would usually hesitate
before blurting out "'.he United
States.' This was. quite possabty
the worst answer to thai ques-

k would be OK to say I am
from California. \ew "fork.
\ermora or even North Dakota.
Heiwhat has North Dakota
ever done to arr.-bodv? But
Ohio-?
"It is not my fault I was bom
in Ohio." 1 wanted to scream as
I would run into the midcle of
the street and shate mv fists at
the sky
As always, but ^cr-TMlK- in
iate November 2004. Ohio is
the most ertibarrassing state to
comefrorn.
Since that bleak month Ohio
has been the bane of the entire
world's existence We are the
dimwits who le-ekected one
of the most dangerous men in
history to a second presidential
term.
This is just sociaDv unacceptable.
That is not to say we didnt
have a fat of devious help Ohio
llobe the most
y corrupt state in the
laajQBx
Secretary of State Ken
BiackweB ran the election-fraud
scheme thai induded locking
poor black Democrats out of
•heir potbng places and then
suuutyaig other rJernocraDc
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What is the most
annoying Christmas
song?

COUHNMUCHE
SEMOR. SPECIAL ED

'The hippopotamus
song.'

jn»ble#bgsiiedu

locations with too fewmachines so people would get
tired of waiting in the lines and
just leave He even tried to reject
absentee haloes because the
paper wasn't the proper weight
He must have figured anyone
smart enough to leave Ohio,
even temporarily-, must be a
Democrat
Oh but it is not just die policcaJ scandals that make me want
to leave Ohio is hopeless in
many difleiem c aiegones.
Por example- it is nearh*
impossible to get ahead in this
economic dead -aone.
It is becoming dear that poor
kids, ate me. wl soon not be
able to afford to anend coBege
in Ohio
For students who can go
there are no jobs available
when they* graduate This is why
Ohio ranks 35th in the nation
m retaining students from
their uruveisities. according to
a Baccalaureate and Beyond
survey
h is not the poBunsd ait the
lack of entertainment oprions.
the poor location, the horrible
weather or the humble- looking
people who entice residents to
stay. So why are we stffl hen??
Once I receive that meaningless piece of fancy- paper next
year. 1 am actuaK danking
about leaving the; states altogether Hmm-Heao. Ibiza.'Wait
forme:

MRANOA BOW MANAGWG EDfTOR
HOUY AMAMS CAMPUS NEWS FJXTOR
UWEU MOB) 01YICV6 EOTCR
BRIDttT THAJtf> FEATURES EETCR
MATT CLAIM H FOCUS EDITOR
JESS WASHER FUSE EHTOR
MKE METZtfl DESIGN EDITOR
AMY DEHRMC ONUNE EDITOR
SEAK CORP SPORTS EDITOR
ERKBZYMB COPY CHEF
MCGAMSCHMMJTOrTNWN EDfTOR
JUUE man PHOTO EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNAm GRAPWCS EDfTOR

The utuuused CUB also come
hot on the heek c*( Congress possiw^ifinert ^^"'^ynnaini of the
higher Education Act This an is
designed ID atevvar the financial
burden upon students through
loans and giants, but it needs to
be renewed every five years to
account far changes in the economy and student (feme-graphics.
Uraomzia-ety. ■ has seen little
anenodn in die past and discussion was postponed nkJuakJ).
The cut further serve io underscore an already blatant message

io American students their government does not care.
TiBbon and student debt are rising at a seemingly inexorable rate
The last thing students and their
families need are additional costs
to their loans. Thirteen months
ago. the government promised
to oversee a reduction in (he federal debt Instead the opposite
has happened It is both shortsighted for Congress to mitigate
their irresponsible spending by
placing the burden of America's
debt upon its students.

PEOPLE Don't faU into the
(i.\ THE STREET
book buy back trap

CSStCAMOBLE
STUDfXT

Get out of Ohio while you can
Once I passed thai conversational buttle I always dreaded
the follow-up qiesuon. "Which
state?"
See. there are some accept-

wi go io redudng the federal
deficit, ta is understandable that
government debt is enppangthe
economy, and that somerhang
must be done. esnecBay gften
the added cost of Hurricane
Kamna rebel
SOL these cue are deplcsatxe.
Rather than reduce syieiBiia) in
-j-nyII> ate farnahg qiisanVs
and tax cuts far the weakhy the
House and Senate have chosen
io taty^ Americas chad-en me
same people who are supposeciKi
'K "r. on-aan kbaai

JUnlORFOLTTlCAL

SCOCE

'All I want for
Christmas by Marian
Carry."

BETHANY WMOVICH
FRESHMM WTEWOR
DESIGN

•I love them all!"

A

EMH.YCHUNBLEY
JUNWPSYOOOGY
"The entire tTSync
Christmas Album."

It s the most wonderful time
of the year, exam time, and
thai can only mean one
thing... Tis the season to sell
back books... fa la la la la la la
la laNothing says Merry
Christmas ate getting ripped off
by the bookstore.
The onh thing worse than
spending hundreds of dolars
on books at the beginning of
the semester, is sefling them
back to the bookstore 16 weeks
bjaaj::: r.-v*:. aoia>aj
Case in point: Fall Senmsin
2004. August I arrive at the
Uuheisiiy for freshmen ohenandn and buy all of nrvrequired
texmooks at used prices Ireaiire that I'm getnng ripped off
but take some comfort in the
fact thatHcould be worse. At
least Tm saving money* by buying used books.
FallSemeaer20M.
rVnmihei fhaT-rv sets in as the
semester comes to a dose
Shopping in the campus
bookstore doesnt save you
money, regardless of whether
you buy used books or not 1
gather most of my textbook.'
and head to the off-camput
bookstore. Student Book
Exchange 1 set my books on
the counter and wtrhiri seconds
am told how mm* I wfl be
offered for them.
In most cases, this price is
not even one-fourth of what I
original)'paid However, since
I reaflv have no use for those
critical thinking books now that
my eight-hour final is over. I
sigh and accept what hrde I am
offered I'm no genius, but I'm
smart enough to know that the
bookstore has made out lite a
bandit at my expense
Spring Semester 2005.
lanuary. Tve learned from last
semesters mistakes and onh
buy one or two books from the
bookstore I buy* the rest of my
books from others in my dorm.
The books COB much less
than am* used aaxbook that the
bookstore could ofiex. I laugh
to myself thinking that I have
beaten the bookstore in some
wav.
Spring Semester 2003. May
Of course. I am nastaten and
come to learn that the bookstore has beaten me again I
am unable io sd some of my
books to others in my buiebng,
so once again 1 gather mv books
and head to SHX.
Of the three textbooks I have
brought wah me. only one
is accepted And when I say
accepted what I realy mean is
thai I am offeaed $7 for a book

WLOR
COPELANO

•

Opinion Columnist

that I bought used for S60. On
the other hand, the biologybook that I paid $75 for and
never even looked at once is
quickly turned away as another
book that I bought new earlier
in the semester.
Dam those pop culture
books for becoming outdated
so quidh-l I refuse to tate the
$7 and return, with all my textbooks, to my dorm.
1 dislike textbook buy-back
with 2 fiery passion.
Its not enough thai tuition
costs are on the rise textbook
prices are rising al an astroriorniral rate too I mean, just
this semester 1 spent $95 on an
*L**ut>nomy book. Thai seems a
bit excessive if you ask me
Luckily, there are alternatives
to buying your books ai the
bookstore.
L
.- *.t (*.*->.« >► prices continue
to chmh more and more students are turning io web sites
such as amazon.com and half,
com to save money.
These sites, and many others lite them, allow students
io buy and sell their textbooks.
Students can save a great deal of
money. And who doesnt want
to do thai?
I was able to buy a book that
would've cost me $90 at the
bookstore for jusi $25 at the half,
com site The sites are easy to
navigate and really worth looking into.
In addition io buying books
online, there are other ways to
avoid paying the bookstores
high prices. You could just borrow a textbook from a friend,
check it out of the library if possible or simply not buy the book
atalL
I don* know how many
classes I've had where the book
wasn't even used.
My advice, if you have to buy
from the bookstore, wait until it
is absolutely necessary and you
know you will use the book.
Ferhaps in the future, e-books
will become more popular.
These versions of college textbooks are available for download at a fraction of the cost of
current textbooks.
Until then, a Merry Christmas
to all. and io all a happy textbook buy-back experience.
Send comments to laykt at
tdapdand9bgsu.edu.
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MOTHER RETRIEVES CHILDREN'S REMAINS
CLEVELAND (AP) — The mother of two children
whose bodies were found last week visited the shallow
grave where they were buried and retrieved their
remains yesterday to take them back home to New
Hampshire. She also visited with the discoverers of
the burial site, Stephanie Dietrich and her dog, Ricco.

STATE

AEP cuts out the smog
American Electric
Power ahead of
federal requirements
By Sarah Anderson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The
nation's largest power generator, mired in a federal lawsuit
over its pollution controls, said
equipment installed to reduce
smog-forming emissions is
working better than expected,
nearly eliminating the emissions
at some of its coal-fired power
plants.
American Electric Power
began implementing systems to
cut summertime nitrogen oxide
in 2001, in preparation for a
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency requirement that took
effect last year.
Because AEP installed the
equipment before the regulations began, the Columbusbased company has been able
to improve the engineering so
that it catches as much as 94 percent of emissions, spokeswoman
Melissa McHenry said.
The equipment—called selective catalytic reduction systems
— is designed to cut up to 90

percent of nitrogen oxide, which reductions of between 80 percent
causes smog and acid rain and and 90 percent.
can aggravate respiratory probFourteen of AEP'sSOgenerating
lems. The federal government unils use the reduction system,
and eight Northeastern states and the company plans to install
also have complained that AEP three more units by 2009. The
emissions, including
units operating now
nitrogen oxide, have "AEP is a big are located mostly
the Ohio River
polluted the air.
company along
Other power comand its tributaries.
panies that installed
AEP pays about
and had
their systems later
S250 per ton of
some
big
have shown reducremoved nitrogen
tions of about 80
units they oxide, Mel lenry said.
percent.
The company lias
had to
"AEP is a big compaid $1.3 billion to
pany and had some
address, so install the systems.
Although tome
big units they had to
they may companies,
such
address, so they may
have had to get more have had to as AEI! installed the
a few years
of a jump-start than
get more of systems
the rest," said Dan
ago in anticipation
Riedinger, a spokes- a jump-start of the program, thej
man for Edison
became much more
than the
Electric Institute, a
widespread when
rest."
the EPA rolled out
trade association of
the regulations for
shareholder-owned
DAN
RIEDINGER,
electric companies.
the East In 2003 and
SPOKESMAN
The EPA reports
the Midwest in 2001.
Milieu said.
that 11 generating
units in power plants recorded
Companywide. AEP has had a
reductions above 90 percent last 68.5 percent decrease since 2000
year with more than 100 units in in nitrogen oxide emissions duroperation. EPA spokesman lohn ing the summer months, cutting
Millet! said mos! of the units have emissions from nearly 146,000

inns in 2000 to about 46,000 in
2005.
The regulations apply to
emissions between May and
September, when ground-level
o/.onc is worsened by direct

sunlight

Several environmental organizations have called for companies to run the pollution controls
year-round.
"We have the technology
to really do something about
this pollution." said Nat Mund.
senior Washington representative for the Sierra Club. "This
isn't pie In the sky stuff, and seeing that adopted more broadly
would be good news foi people
who breathe.*
The EPA will begin year-round
regulations in 2009 under the
Clean Air Interstate Rule, Milieu
said.
AEP has a pending lawsuit
regarding whether it violated
dean air laws when modifying
some ol its plains U.S. District
ludge Edmund Sargus heard
arguments in luly but has not
yet ruled.
AEP has more than 5 million customers in n states and
recorded revenues of SI4.1 billion last year
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BURNING CLEANER: A tower lor American Electric Power s Gen. James
M. Gavin plant looms over Cheshire. Ohio.

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2006-2007 HOUSING BROCHURE

PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST!

•over 400 apts., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
• no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications
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UT cracks down on plagiarism
New vice provost looks to punish cheating students more severely
By Chris Ankney
U-WIRE

TOLEDO, Ohio — When Carol
Bresnahan. vice provost for
academic programs and policies at the University of Toledo,
was teaching history, she had
to deal with some "egregious"
cases of plagiarism.
"A student submitted a
really well-written paper," she
said. "When 1 find a paper that
well-written. I get suspicious...
landl within about two minutes, I found that the student
had plagiarized the paper."
Now, as vice provost,
Bresnahan is still dealing with
plagiarism, only now she's try-

ing to change the policy.
The policy the university
now holds in regards to punishing undergraduatestudents
who plagiarize their work is
four sentences long.
"(Right now], individual faculty members are left free to
deal with it as they choose,"
Bresnahan said, adding that
doing it again or failing the
assignment are usually the
penalties.
"There has to be a worse
punishment for cheating," she
said.
liven students agree that the
penalty for plagiarism needs
to be stricter.
"If the punishment was

harder ... it would stop," said
Elaine Boateng, a sophomore
majoring in pharmacy.
Bresnahan said she has
been working on changing the
policy since she took the position of vice provost last year.
"We don't have a good
university-wide program."
Bresnahan said. "That's one of
the things I want to look into
... a university-wide clearinghouse."
Bresnahan said she has been
researching the program in
place at Villanova University
in Pennsylvania and finds it
particularly interesting.
"We have not gone the way
of many other universities,"

said John Immerwahr, associate vice president of academic
affairs at Villanova. "What distinguishes us... Its) we have an
academic integrity code."
A student found in violation
of the code is penalized within
the class, as at UT, but then
the student is sent through
programs about academic dishonesty.
Counseling is often part of
this as well.
"We want to find out what
caused them to have academic
integrity problems in the first

place," Immerwahr said.
What intrigues Bresnahan
most about the code is its forgiveness policy.

Bresnahan said that after
a first offense, a notation is
made in the student's record
and removed after graduation.
"If there is a second offense,
the student is expelled,"
Bresnahan said.
At UT, if a student receives
an F for academic dishonesty,
there is no way to remove it
from the record.
"The damage that can do to
your record would be a lot,"
she said.
With the stress of examsand
papers, Bresnahan said plagiarism happens all too often.
CHEATING, PAGE /

Why Rush
Into Signing A Lease??
Lease Signing Begins January 13tn

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE £
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough

Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner came service included
in rentals
Central air & heat

• Convenient laundry facilities
' Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
' Short walk to Library. Student Ret
Center and all eampus facilities.

OA/£ Of 8GS A/£IV£/l OOMfiUXBS

LARGE, DELUXE
1 BEDROOM APTS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!
$450.00 / MO. + UTILITIES
Many amenitiescall for details

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts

Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.

Heat & Cable Included

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOS/f R (419)352-0164
"WALK OS OVLR"
www.universityapartments.us

Hours:
Mon-Fri9am 5pm
Saturday 9am lpm

1>*"'**S.

<- -^

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbriartentdls.com

UT professor
tries to juggle
life between
two countries
Tighter restrictions
to halt Chen's, other's
research overseas
By Alia Orra
U

WIRE

TOLEDO — liquan Chen first
came to America in 1987 as a
young graduate student who
had made his way to a university
in Seattle where he would begin
to fulfill his scientific potential
outside of his native China.
Chen, now a professor of ecology at University' of Toledo, is the
chief scientist in the United States
— China Carbon Consortium,
jetting back and forth between
the two countries and overseeing
a couple of Chinese students in
their research here.
But new, tighter restrictions
being proposed by both the
Departments of Defense and
the Department of Commerce
could change opportunities
and circumstances for people
like Chen.
The stricter rules, first introduced over the summer and
expected to be finalized by
next year, are aimed at creating heavier boundaries between
foreign-horn students and their
access to sensitive scientific
information.
Limits would be put on a
researcher based on the country
of his or her birth.
Many university officials say
they would have to incur costs
to ensure they are falling in line
with the regulations.
At UT, a new position has been
created for a research compliance officer, according to Frank
Calzonetti, vice provost for
research.
"We have to come up with a
plan for protecting that [sensitive] data," Calzonetti said. "It's
an issue for us because we need
to be compliant."
UT's researchers received
$2.9 million in funds from the
Department of Defense in 2005.
While involved in projects
RESTRICTIONS. PAGE 7
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Privacy in the room
that is most important!
The Enclave II Apartments, Fe_

UPPER LEVEL HOUSING
Studio Apartments Available
for Fall & Spring Semesters, or Entire Year

•
•
•
•

BR 4 Bath Apartment Homes
Fully furnished with big screen TV
1

• Resort style pool with 2-year round hot tubs

1
1

Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Fully furnished
Stove, refrlg, microwave, 25" TV

laundry facilities
close to campus
full cable- $20/mo.

1

Individual heat/AC
outdoor pool
> plenty of parking
1

2 Ultra Bulb tanning domes
Full size washer & dryer in every apartment

www buckevGinnondstudios.com
1740 E. Wooster (behind Fnckots)
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

• Huge Fitness Center

HOUSES AVAILABLE
Free High Speed Internet
Private Shuttle to and from Campus
And MUCH more for only S350!

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
714 Eighth Street. #A - 2 BR duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $680.00. Lease Auq. 17, 2006 to Auay
4,2007.
710 Elm Street - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. $740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$740.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.

Office Open:
Monday - Friday
8:30AM-7PM
Saturday 10-4
Sunday 12-4

_ The Enclave
(=U

(Formerly Sterling Enclave)

140 1/2 Manville - 2 BR above garage. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Auq.
4. 2007.
517 N. Summit - 3 BR with garage. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars. $800.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $800.00. Lease Auq 17 2006 to
Aug. 4, 2007
We have many other apartments available. Stop In
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

706 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green, OH
www.collegeparkweb.com

419.353.5100

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 lo 5:30 Saturday 8 30 to 5 00

MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
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Sims teach students

Kent pays for involvement

Students practice with simulated humans

Picking up trash is
one way for students
to earn extra money

By Amanda Getchel
U-WIRE

MUNCIE, Ind. — A man came
into the hospital complaining
of heart and chest pains. The
nurse remembered his training at Ball State University and
checked the man's vital signs,
heart and lung sounds. Hearing
the abnormal sounds and seeing
high blood pressure caused the
nurse to react quickly. Because
of his training, he was able to
stabilize the patient until the
doctor came in to see him.
Nursing students in Ball
State's School of Nursing have
the opportunity to participate
in various simulations using
Ball State's newest technological learning tools, SimMan and
SimBaby.
Linda Siktberg, director of
the School of Nursing, said the
School of Nursing was designing
a simulation laboratory room
for two high-fidelity simulators,
SimMan and SimBaby as well as
Noelle, the maternal and neonatal birthing simulator.
"SimMan and SimBaby are
realistic looking dolls that have
rubber skin and have capabilities such as lung inspiration

and expiration movement, palpable pulse points and electrocardiogram monitoring,"
Siktberg said.
Carol Keihn, an instructor
at the School of Nursing, said
SimMan and SimBaby are computer programmable, so they
can have irregular heart and
lung sounds, bowel sounds and
low stats.
Siktberg said students go
through realistic scenarios and
as the nurses are working on
the patients, the instructors can
change the patients stats to see
how the student will react.
"Another function of SimMan
is that he has anatomically correct parts so the students can
practice putting catheters in the
person," Keihn said.
SimBaby does most of the
same functions as SimMan, but
also does some things that are
more common with babies.
"The baby has retractions,
or when the lung muscles suck
in deeper when they are not
breathing well, as well as becoming synodic where the lips turn
blue," Keihn said.
SimMancaninterchangeanatomy to become SimWoman.

"SimWoman gives birth to a
child and undergoes actual contractions," she said. "Students
can practice labor and delivery
as well as go through dilation
practices."
Gina Biro, Melanie Martin and
Erin Paul, junior nursing students, said the SimMan actually
talks to the nurses and coughs.
They said students could check
the blood pressure, pulse and
respirations just like with a normal person, making it a really
good learning device.
Keihn said the students were
limited in clinical experience
and this allowed them to do
research before going to the
hospital and getting actual
experience.
"Anything we can use to help
the students' learning is wonderful," Keihn said. "SimMan
and SimBaby enhance critical
thinking and learning skills."
The situations the students
practice will help them develop
self-confidence, Siktberg said.
"They will be able to adapt to
changes encountered in common patient situations that will
prepare them for real life practice," Siktberg said.

By Kelly Cottiren
U-WIRE

KENT, Ohio — When it comes
to cleaning up trash on campus, Kent State University students are getting their hands
dirty. Every weekday, several
Kent State students are paid to
empty trash cans on campus.
"We like to call ourselves
'sanitary engineers,'" said jerry
Brownell, sophomore visual
communication design major.
Campus Environment and
Operations recently started
hiring students to pick up trash
and bought a new Cushman, or
super golf cart, to save money
and get trash cans emptied
more regularly.
"It is not a real sexy job. but it
is a big benefit to the grounds
department," said grounds
manager Heather White.
"Since students are taking care
of the trash cans, it frees up
the full-time grounds workers
to work on leaves and stuff.

There should not be one over- supervisor Steve Renner said.
flowing trash can on campus "Before we had the Cushman.
either because they are emp- we used to use a full-size truck
tied every day."
andatrailertopickupthe trash.
Two shifts of studentsdriving It was hard to drive around
a Cushman with a hydraulic buildings and on sidewalks."
dump bed empty all the trash
When there is a heavy snow,
cans around campus, parking the students have been told
lots, and the stadium. When they may help shovel. White
the Cushman is full,
said when it snows
the students drive it
they give everyone
"It
is
not
a
to any of 76 brown
around a shovel to
Dumpsters found
real sexy
help.
on campus.
Even
though
job, but
"The Cushman is
he is emptying
it is a big
automatic and easy
trash cans around
to drive," Brownell
campus, Brownell
benefit
to
said. "Students don't
enjoys his job.
always move out of the grounds
"It gives me some-

ourwaythough.The
deVCirtnient' "
freshmen always
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Restrictions cease progess
RESTRICTIONS, FROM PAGE 6

with the U.S. Air Force and
other military departments,
the research conducted here is
not yet developed enough to be
highly sensitive, Calzonetti said.
"Universities provide a lot of
new technology to the defense
establishment," said Calzonetti.
Some in the research community say putting more rigorous restrictions on researchers from outside of the United
States would hinder scientific
advancement.
According to Stephen Snider,

Students don't
know they're
cheating
CHEATING. FROM PAGE 6

Boateng agreed.
"[Students] either wait until
the last minute to do their
papers, or they don't take the
time out to do research," she
said. "They don't have any
other option but to plagiarize."
In a 2001 Duke University
study, 38 percent of students
admitted to plagiarizing parts
of research papers.
This is a finding that
wouldn't surprise Nick Lance,
a fifth-year senior majoring in
education.
Lance said plagiarism is
often an easy way out of a pickle for some students.
"I've even done it myself
a couple times," Lance said.
"(But] it's not fair to the students who don't plagiarize."
According to graduate assistants in the English department, many cases of plagiarism occur because the student
is unaware of the rules.
"There is a difference in failing to cite sources and stealing
a whole paper," said Charles
Porter, a second-year English
graduate student. "Oftentimes,
students don't know how to
cite sources."
Brittany Cottrill, also a second-year graduate student
majoring in English, said edu:
cation about the correct way to
write research papers should
start sooner than college.
"We are required to teach it,"
Cottrill said. "(But] I think it
should start in high school."
Bresnahan said she often
had students who would plead
ignorance when confronted
about plagiarism.
"Students tell me, This is the
way they told me to do it in
high school," she said. "I don't
know if 1 think that's true or
not."
In high school, according to
Porter, students are expected
only to recite facts.
"In college, you're expected
to take facts and interpret them
to create your own ideas," he
said. "If you take other people's
ideas, you need to cite your
sources."

technology transfer specialist at UT, problems could arise
"because a number of researchers around this university are
from countries of origin that are
considered threatening. It could
seriously impact our ability to
conduct research."
Terrorism and the uneasy
relations between the United
States and China are among
the factors that have prompted
the decision.
"After 9/11, there was more
and more of a concern about
what information was being
exported out of the U.S.,"

Snider said.
"There are at least three or
four people who won the Nobel
Prize who were from China,"
and who were able to do so by
their research in nuclear science
in the United States, Chen said.
"My major concern is it's
gonna limit Iforeign-born
researchers], limit the expression of our talent ... in general,
it's not good for science," Chen
said. "And I'm not speaking in
particular for U.S. or China or
any country; I'm only speaking
about in general, science."

''

pays,"
Brownell
move, but the upper
HEATHER WHITE,
said. "The only time
classmen just keep GROUNDS MANAGER
it has got messy was
when my friend
walking."
Campus Environment and got this gross smelly stuff that
Operations chose to have the leaked from the trash can all
students drive a Cushman over his leg."
Brownell has also found surbecause it is more practical.
"You don't need a special prises while working. Brownell
license to drive a Cushman, said, one lime, he and his
they are cheaper to maintain coworker found a full bottle of
than trucks and they arc easier $80 (iiorgio Armani Cologne.
to maneuver," groundskecper
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SCIENTISTS FIND DOGS GENETIC MAKEUP
BOSTON CAP) The genetic makeup of die dog — in
this case a boxer namedTasha — has been deciphered
and should help identify genes that make both dogs
and people vulnerable lo cancers, heart disease,
diabetes, epilepsy blindness, deafness and even some
psychiatric disorders, scientists said yesterday.

Bush promotes progress in address
Rebuilding in Iraq projected to spark Iraqi economy
By Deb Riecltmann
IHC ASS0CIAT E 0 PfttSS

Pablo Martinez Monsivais AP Photo

DEFENSIVE ACTION: President Bush speaks to the Council on Foreign
Relations yesterday, trying to build support tor Iraq war strategy.
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WASHINGTON — Defending
his war policy. President Bush
said yesterday that Iraq is making quiet, steady progress in
repairing its shattered economy
though reconstruction "has not
always gone as well as we had
hoped" because of unrelenting
violence.
"Rebuilding a nation devastated by a dictator is a large undertaking," the president said. "It's
even harder when terrorists are
trying to blow up that which the
Iraqis are trying to build."
Bush spoke before the Council
on Foreign Relations in the second of four addresses to answer
criticism about America's presence in Iraq, where the U.S. death
toll has eclipsed 2,100. Bush is
laboring under the lowest job
approval rating of his presidency, and the speeches are part of
a public relations campaign in
the run-up to the Dec. 15 vote
in Iraq to create a democrati-

cally elected government that
will run the country for the next
four years.
While not admitting errors.
Bush spoke about how the U.S.
"adjusted our approach" in helping rebuild Iraqi cities. In his
speech on Iraq last week. Bush
talked about early miscalculations that were made in training Iraqi forces. A majority of
Americans now say the war
was a mistake, and critics of the
administration's reconstruction strategy say not enough
has been done in the nearly
three years since the invasion
to reduce unemployment, step
up oil production and keep the
lights on.
"The Iraqi people want johs,
security and basic services,
and the president's words will
continue to ring hollow until
these urgent needs are met,"
Sen. Kdward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
said. "Nearly half of the funds
appropriated by Congress
remain unspent and millions

3 Bedroom Apartments
• Furnished
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site
GRMNBRIAR,
Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

t
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Starting at
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Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
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tz>
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of dollars have been lost to corruption."
The president said the U.S.
has helped Iraqis conduct nearly 3,000 renovation projects at
schools, train more than 30,000
teachers, distribute more than
H million textbooks, rebuild
irrigation infrastructure to help
more than 400,000 rural Iraqis
and improve drinking water for
more than 3 million people.
The U.S.-led coalition also
has helped Iraqis introduce a
new currency, reopen a stock
exchange and extend $21 million in microcredit and small
business loans to Iraqi entrepreneurs, he said.
Bush cited Najaf, 90 miles
south of Baghdad, and Mosul
in northern Iraq — the stage
for some of the bloodiest battles of the war — as two cities
where headway is being made.
In focusing on progress in the
two cities, however, Bush did
not dwell on violence-scarred
cities like Baghdad or western
expanses that have been a gateway for foreign militants.
He said victory will be
achieved when insurgents
and others seeking to derail
democracy in Iraq can no longer threaten the future of the
nation, when Iraqi security
forces can safeguard their own
citizens and Iraq is not a haven
for terrorists plotting attacks
against the U.S. Yet, Democrats
argue that U.S. engagement In
Iraq is open-ended, costly in
terms of lives and dollars, and
they say the president refrains
from giving the American people an idea of when U.S. troops
might be able to return home.
Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., a
longtime hawk on military matters who now wants U.S. troops
pulled out of Iraq, said the military has told him it plans to ask
for $100 billion more for the war
next year. That's in addition to
the $50 billion that Congress
is_ expected to approve for this
year before adjourning, and
the $200 billion that lawmakers
already have given the president for Iraq since 2003.
"It's been poor planning from
the start," Murtha said.
Pentagon
spokeswoman
Cheryl Irwin said "it would
be premature" to discuss next
year's budget, which the administration has not completed.
Military commanders have told
the administration the next
$50 billion should last through
Memorial Day.
Bush rebutted Democrats who
want to withdraw U.S. troops on
a timetable.

Tax breaks
will be
given to
usinesses
Those hit by Katrina
will be aided in
building commerce
By Mary Dalryniple
IHE ASSOCIHIt D PRESS

WASHINGTON — The
House yesterday tackled a
niuliiliillinniloll.ii package
of tax breaks to revive hurricane-destroyed businesses
that excludes the casinos
and country clubs underpinning the Gulf Coast's leisure
economy.
lawmakershurried to finish
the long-promised tax breaks
for Gulf Coast businesses
as Mississippi Gov. Haley
Barbour testified that congressional failure to approve
emergency funding for roads,
schoolsandhousingconstruction stalled efforts to rebuild
after Hurricane Katrina.
The tax incentives for aiding hurricane recovery face
better odds of being completed in a last-minute flurry
of tax activity than another
bill the House passed yesterday — legislation that would
protect millions of taxpayers
from facing higher taxes next
year because of the alternative minimum tax.
1 louse Republicans plan to
advance theirbiggest tax priority for the year, an extension of
reduced rates for capital gains
and dividends, today. Those
tax cuts "significantly helped
us rebound in this economy,"
said House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Bill
Thomas, R-Calif.
Democrats have criticized
capital gains and dividend
tax cuts, which expire at the
end of 2008, as worsening
budget deficits to benefit the
wealthiest taxpayers.
The incentives for Gulf
Coast commerce offer tax
credits for low-income housing and rehabilitating commercial structures and historic buildings. Businesses
would be allowed to claim
an additional 50 percent
depreciation deduction for
software, equipment and
other expenses, and small
businesses could write off
more of their new investments.
Other tax breaks would
help businesses recoup
cleanup and demolition
costs and aid small timber
operations with reforestation.
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WBGU-PBS showcases
student and faculty artwork
from Bowling Green State University's
School of Art

Thursday, December 8, at 8 pm
f riday. December 9. at 9 pm
!>aturday, December 10. at 12:30 pm
Ceramic and hand-blown glass created by BGSU faculty
will be awarded to the highest bidder.
Make your bid online at wbgu.org or call 1-800-410-2727.
Deadline for final bids is
Saturday, December 10th at 2:30 pm.
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EMBLEM SIGNIFIES ISRAEL'S INCLUSION
GENEVA (AP) — Delegates to an international conference accepted a new Red Cross emblem today despite
Syrian objections, paving the way for Israel to join
the humanitarian movement after nearly six decades
of exclusion. The 192 signatories of the Geneva
Conventions approved the new "red crystal" emblem.

WORLD

Hussein skips his trial

Chinese mayor found
dead, cause unknown

Saddam follows through on his threat to boycott court

Wang involved in
recent Songhua River
pollution cover up

By Hamza Hendawi
THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD. Iraq — Saddam
Hussein followed through yesterday on his threat to boycott
his trial, and the court adjourned
until after next week's national
elections. Gunmen, meanwhile,
kidnapped the 8-year-old son of
a bodyguard for a judge in the
case.
Inside the courtroom, one of
Saddam's seven co-defendants
lashed out at conditions of his
own detention, saying guards
offered only "the worst brands"
of cigarettes.
Barazan Ibrahim's outburst
came a day after Saddam, his
half brother, warned that he
would not return to the "unjust"
court to protest the conditions
of his detention. The group is
on trial in the deaths of more
than 140 Shiite Muslims following a 1982 assassination attempt
against him.
The court convened yesterday
after four hours of behind-thescenes consultations failed to
resolve the standoff. After hearing from two more witnesses,
Chief Judge Rizgar Mohammed
Amin adjourned the hearings
until Dec. 21 — six days after the
parliamentary elections, which
officials fear may coincide with
a spike in insurgent violence.
Court official Raid (uhi insisted that Saddam did not boycott
the hearing but that the court
"decided he should be removed"
after the closed-door consultations. Juhi said Saddam would
be in court Dec. 21.
However, a statement released
in Amman, Jordan, by Saddam's
legal team said the former
president stayed away to protest alleged mistreatment by an
"illegal" court
"President Saddam Hussein
refused to attend the sessions
of the extraordinary court that
was created by the United
States government as the occupying power of Iraq, claiming

David Furst AP Photo

STAND-INS: With former Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's chair
remaining empty, Taha Yassin Ramadan, front left, Abdullah Kazim
Ruwayyid, front right, and Mohammed Azawi Ali, rear, appear at trial.
that the court is illegal and
cannot provide a fair trial," the
statement said.
Saddam's lawyers and the
other defendants were on hand
when Amin convened the session at 3 p.m., about four hours
after the normal starting time.
The chief judge said the court
would brief Saddam on the proceedings that took place during
his absence.
The 8-year-old boy, Karim
Salam, was grabbed Tuesday as
he played in front of his parents'

house in the eastern Baghdad
neighborhood of Kamsarah,

according to his father, Salam
HirmizGorgis.
"At about 5:30 p.m. a car came
here," Gorgis told AP Television
News. "They took my son, put
him in the car and left,"
Gorgis works for one of the trial's five judges. The judge's identity cannot be revealed because
of special security measures Two
attorneys representing co-defendants have been assassinated
since the trial began Oct. 19.
During yesterday's session.
Ibrahim, head of Iraqi intelligence during the Dujail incident, told the court that he had
spent more than eight months
in solitary confinement in a
windowless facility without air
conditioning, electricity or running water.
"I couldn't tell if it was day or
night," he said.
"We are prisoners of the
wealthiest and most powerful
nation, yet, since four months
ago, they are giving me six cigarettes a day from the worst
brands."
Ibrahim said guards would
force him and other prisoners to
exercise before dawn or during
the honest time of the day. At the
slightest breach of prison rules,
punishment included the withholding of cigarettes, tea or by
reducing food rations, he added.
"When 1 was detained I was
wearing pajamas that I kept
wearing for nine months until
my brother came and gave me
a dishdasha," a traditional robe,
he said.

By Joe McDonald
THE

ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

JIAMUSI, China — A deputy
mayor who claimed there was
no pollution from a chemical
plant explosion was found dead
at his home amid public anger
over officials' failure to quickly alert residents that tons of
toxins had spilled into a major
river.
Wang Wei. the 43-year-old
deputy mayor of lilm. the city
in northeast China where the
blast occurred, was found
dead Tuesday, the I long Kong
newspaper la Kung Pao and
I long Kong Cable TV reported
They said the cause of death
was unknown.
The government tried to
mollify the public yesterday by
promising a thorough inquiry'
into the spill into the Songhua
River and punishment for anyone responsible. But the government didn't say whether it
would target the biggest focus
of public anger — accusations
that Communist Party officials
tried to cover up the pollution.
Wang ran a team that evacuated residents after the Nov. 13
chemical plant explosion, the
Hong Kong newspaper report
said. He told Chinese media at
the time that there was no pollution from the explosion.
The government didn't

announce that the Songhua
had been poisoned until 10
days later, after the city of
Harbin was forced to shut
down running water to its 3.8
million people.
People who live along the
river an' angry authorities failed
to warn them immediately
about the spill of 100 tons of
cancer-causing benzene and
other toxins. The spill disrupted
water supplies to millions and
sent a chemical slick flowing
downriver to Russia.
"Anyone who is found guilty
of dereliction of duty will be
harshly dealt with," said l.i
Yizhong. director of the State
Administration of Work Safety,
quoted by the official Xinhua

News Agency,

"Any mow trying to cover up
the cause of the accident and
any passive attitude toward the
probe are deemed deception
and a defiance of law," he said.
During a visit to Harbin.

Premier Wen Habao promised
to investigate the disaster, but
didn't mention the failure to
quickly inform the public.
An environmental official
has complained that by failing
to report the spill promptly.
local authorities wrecked
china's best chance of minimizing the damage.
The handling of the aftermath of the spill highlights the
Status enjoyed by party officials
who often cannot be investigated or prosecuted without
the party's permission.
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Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Thurs, 12/8 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center
Mon, 12/12 from 9:30am-11:30am @ Student Union
Mon, 12/12 from 11:30am-4pm @ Career Center
Tues, 12/13 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center
Wed, 12/14 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Thurs, 12/15 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:4Spm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler
employment opportunities, apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com

The UPS
EARNANO

LEARN
Program
Get up to $23,000"
in College Education
Assistance!

For additional information,
please contact:
Bethany Speiser
(bspeise@bgnel.bgsu.edu)
or Pete Ortiz
(shglpwo@ups.com)
Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
Equal Opportunity Employer
'Program guidelines apply.
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BG Softball inks fout
in recruiting class

December 8,
2005

The BC'.SU Softball team has

announced the sigtiings of four
student athletes to National
Letters of Intent.
Brittnay Hay (llunlington
Beach, Calif.), Christina Merrkla
(Woodland.
Calif.), Carly
Riepenhoff (Lima. Ohio) and
Susan Sontag (Monroe, Mich.)
will join the falcons for the 2007
campaign.
Hay, a transfer from Cypress
CC, plays third base and Sontag
plays outfield. Merrida can play
second base and outfield and
Riepenhoff will come to BG as a
shortstop and second baseman.

Sports
figures
deserve
gifts, too
RYAN
AUTULLO
Asst Sports Editor
Allow me to play Santa for
a few paragraphs and
give some prominent
sports figures what they need
for Christmas. To everyone else:
Have a safe Winter Break and see
you next year.
To Cleveland Browns fans:
Patience
Browns fans have never been
accused of being patient — or
intelligent. Starting from scratch
means exactly that, so expecting
Trent Dilfer to make a meaningful contribution to this team is
like asking Courtney Brown to
stay healthy. Those who made
predictions of the Browns hosting playoff games should be
embarrassed. l£t's put the unrealistic expectations to rest for a
couple years.
The BGSU men's basketball
team: Steven Wright
Losing six players from last
year's team hurts. Combine Uiat
with losing your top returning
scorer to an offseason injury,
and it's downright painful. The
falcons will soon welcome the
return of Wright, who lias been
sidelined with a fractured bone
in his foot since September. BG
coach Dan Dakich is in dire need
of a secondary scorer to complement standout Martin Samarco,
junior, and Wright, if healthy, will
be that guy. The Falcons (2-4) can
turn their season around with
the return ofWright.
BG quarterback Omar Jacobs:
A magic eight ball
The biggest name to emerge at
BGSU in a long lime will spend
much of his Winter Break pondering his future. Jacobs has the
option of entering the NFL Draft
or sticking around BG foranother
year. He intends to make a decision by Ian. I. If Jacobs chooses
to leave for the NFL, the football
team's wish list certainly grows.
Cleveland Indians: Offseason
acquisitions
The Tribe needs a quality starting pitcher, a power hitter and a
proven closer. With a limited payroll, Cleveland may be wise to resign Bob Wickman and offer Kevin
Millwood the contract he desires.
A healthy Nomar Garciaparra
would also look good under Mark
Shapiro's ChrisDnas tree.
BGSU women's basketball
coach Curt Miller A life-time
contract at BGSU
Christmas is the season of giving, but we'd like to keep Miller
for a while. In reality, the BGSU
women's coach will entertain job
offers from all around America
in the near future after taking a
once unheralded program to the
verge of cracking the top-25.
OSU football coach Jim Tressel:
Due props
Tressel was hired five years
ago to beat Michigan and win
bowl games. So far, he's 4-1 in
the former and 3-1 in the latter.
Tressel, though, Ls often criticized
by Buckeye fans who don't subscribe to his conservative nature.
Winning matters more in college
football than in any other sport,
and Tressel is an amazing 49-13
during his tenure at OSU.
Myself A Christmas Break clear
of nagging parents, deadlines,
early-morning wake-ups, dorm
food and blisiering-cold weather.

www.bgnews.com/sports
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Your high school jersey.... that first
set of keys... your signing bonus...
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Relics
past

A quick look at what the
Cleveland Browns' draft
picks from 1999-2005 are
saying today

of the

RiPORlER

Green is currently sidelined with an — you guessed it — injury.
My ruling: Bust.

Tim Couch

Jeff Faine

By Matt Riddle

"1 was supposed to IK- the best quarterback to come from the
SEC in 20 years. If I could go back in time 1 could be better than
Peyton Manning. 1 would like to thank former Cleveland coach
Chris Palmer for starting me my rookie season behind an offensive line worse than the one I had at Kentucky. I am better than
Peyton Manning... in Madden 2006."
Couch has had seven injuries since being drafted first overall
in 1999 by the Browns Coudl is now out of the league after
being cut in the 2004 offseason by the Green Bay packers. My
ruling on Tim Couch: Major bust.

Courtney Brown

■^j&L

"1 still look like Tarzan and play like
Jane, but I have found a new home in
Denver, where I don't have to do anything but stand around and watch John
Lynch and Ian Gold make all the plays.
I had more injuries than sacks during
my stay in Cleveland, and my best friend was
the team's head trainer."
Brown, the No. 1 overall pick in 2000, has suffered 13 injuries and missed almost two full seasons since joining the league.
Brown is making an impact in Denver this year, but the support ing cast has a lot to do with that. My niling: Bust.

Gerard Warren
"I was drafted by Butch Davis who was such a good talent
evaluator. 1 mean isn't he still in the NFL? My career in Cleveland
was dissimilar from my rap song, 'Do it Big."
"Big Money" has had three injuries since entering the league
in 2001. Injuries aren't his problem but rather a lack of talent.
Davis' first draft pick at No 3 overall could be the Browns' biggest bust of the new era. Warren is in the rotation for the Denver
Broncos. My ruling: Major bust.

William Green
"My nickname in Cleveland says it all, 'Willie Weed.' Maybe if
I didn't get pulled over for drunken driving and stab by my wife,
I would still be a factor in this league."
Green, still on the Browns' roster, has been injured three times
and was suspended for substance abuse, lie had talent out
of Boston College but never made the jump to the next level.

"I am the only Cleveland Browns first-round draft pick currently starting for the team. 1 could be the scariest person alive,
but I can't hack it in the NIL like I did at Notre Dame. I really
can't block, and I continually get knocked around by defensive
linemen, and yet I'm supposed to anchor the offensive line"
Faine has had two injuries and was put on injured reserve last
December. Faine was picked in the mid-late first round, but still
has not lived up to his full potential. My ruling: On the verge of
bust.

Kellen Winslow Jr.
"Well, 1 have bad luck. Maybe it's because I went to Miami. In
my rookie season I tore ligaments in my leg and was sidelined
for the year. Then I, Kellen Kenieval, wanted to join the X-Games
and lost control of my motorcycle and tore my ACL"
Winslow has been injured twice since joining the Browns in
2004. On an onslde kick opportunity during his rookie season,
Winslow tore ligaments in his leg. Over the summer, Kellen
was in a motorcycle accident and missed this entire season.
Winslow, who has played in just one full game as a Brown, is
getting ready for the Browns' mini-camp in June My ruling: The
jury is still out.

Braylon Edwards
"I was on my way to being Rookie
of the Year, but 1 tried to make another
great play for the Browns and landed
awkwardly on my knee and tore my
ACL on Sunday."
I guess it's just the Cleveland Curse
Edwards is going to be a stud. He has
#
proven himself already this season
with 512 yards and three touchdowns. If Charlie
Frye was the starting quarterback all year, Edwards could
have done better. It's unfortunate he had to get hurt after scoring
twice last week in die first half. My ruling: Stud.
This is just another reason why Cleveland is the most tortured
sports city in the world. The Cleveland Browns' draft picks have
either not performed up to expectations, have had numerous
injuries or made bad life decisions. The Browns are 4-8 this year
because of die lack of talent on the team, which is attributed
mainly to bad drafting.

Warning to all 2006 draft picks:
If you come to Cleveland, something freakish will happen to you (motorcycle accident, stabbed by wife, fluke injuries). I hope
the Browns do take my favorite Ohio State players like A.J. I lawk and Bobby Carpenter, but I will advise them on the "Curse of An
Modcll." If we take a Toledo Rocket, I'll let them figure it out on their own.

BG trainer
shares his
expertise on
practice field
Scharer looked up
to by many other
athletic trainers
By lessici faming
REPORTER

A BGSU football player walks off
the practice field wincing in pain
while holding his back.
"Vou all right man? What's up?
What side?" asks Kyle Scharer, a
student athletic trainer at BG.
Scharer puts both of his hands
on the injured player's back, lightly massaging different muscles,
trying to find where the problem
is.
After spending the last hour
circling the practice fields handing out water botdes, this injury is
actually some welcomed excitement for Scharer.
"You basically just watch practice and wait for someone to get
hurt," Scharer said. "By the way
he described the problem, I was
pretty convinced that it was a
muscle strain, and 1 was just trying to pinpoint what muscle it
was to get a better understanding
of the problem."
Scharer is a senior in the athletic training program at the
University. Part of the curriculum for athletic training involves
working for the BGSU sports
teams, and this semester his
assignment was football.
Luckily for Scharer his job
does involve more than simply
watching the players bang each
other around at practice. He
arrives about an hour and a half
before all practices to tape athletes, conduct limited rehab and
treatments on injured athletes,
and teach some of the younger
trainers the tricks of the trade.
He also travels with the team and
stands on the sidelines at all of
the games, home or away.
Scharer, who tore his own
meniscus when he was in high
school, enjoys the challenge of
getting injured athletes rehabilitated as soon as possible.
"When you get somebody
who's injured and you get them
back to playing, you know they're
appreciative of it ... iti kind of
gratifying," he said. "Just to help
people makes it worthwhile, as
cheesy as that sounds"
Between practices and games,
Scharer said he normally puts
in 20 to 30 hours a week, on top
of his full course load. However,
he says the perks of the job are
worth the long days on the field.
The worst part is long, crazy
hours," Scharer said, handing out
another water bottle to a lineman.
"But the best pan is the experiences you get to have, they're
just so unique and so once in a
lifetime. I've been to two bowl
games, I've been on the field at
SCHARER. PAGE 11

Hoffman chooses SD over Indians
Venerable closer is
second all-time in
save opportunities
BylimmyBolen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DALLAS — Trevor Hoffman
will stay with the San Diego
Padres, agreeing Wednesday to
a S13.5 million, two-year contract that includes an option
for 2008.
Hoffman's agents also had
been negotiating with the
Cleveland Indians at the winter meetings before agreeing to

stay with the Padres.
"I'm just really happy that I'm
not having to traipse my family
across the country, although it
was a tremendous opportunity
with the Cleveland Indians."
Hoffman said. "In particular,
the class that they showed
throughout the process and the
respect that they showed went
above and beyond and 1 truly
appreciate it. But it came down
to me making a decision for my
family and not disrupting what
we have going on."
San Diego general manager
Kevin Towers said the club
improved its offer in the second

year and made the achievements that would guarantee
the option year a little easier
to reach.
"To get this done went a little
closer than I had hoped," manager Bruce Bochy said. "This
is huge for us. I know, for me,
(here's certainly going to be a
sense of comfort in that ninth
inning now that we have Trevor
back."
I loffman saved 43 games last
season, going 1-6 with a 2.97
ERA. He is second on the career
saves list with 436 — all but two
with the Padres.
"We're hopeful that in 2006

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

he will be the all-time saves
leader. It's certainly within his
grasp," Towers said. "I won't
be surprised If he surpasses the 500 mark and goes to
Cooperstown as one of the few
relievers there."
Hoffman's contract includes
a 2008 option at $5.5 million
that would become guaranteed
if he finishes 90 games over the
next two years or 45 in one of
them, Towers said.
"This is probably the most
significant signing that I've
had," the GM said. "This guy
is the face of our organization.
I can't put into words what he

means to our community."
Bochy sounded relieved.
"I know how fortunate I have
been to have a closer down
there like Trevor," he said. "I
couldn't imagine calling down
to the bullpen and not having
Trevor. He's a special guy."
Hoffman's deal cleared the
way for the Padres to acquire
catcher Doug Mirabelli from
Boston for second baseman
Mark Lorerta. Mirabelli, who
has been backing up Jason
Varitek, will compete for the
starting job with Miguel Olivo.
"We could be using both of
them," Bochy said.
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Scharer enjoys still being
involved with athletics
SCHARER, FROM PAGE 10
Oklahoma, Wisconsin, being
with the softball team when they
won the MAC Championship.
How many other people can say
they got to work with people like
Omar llacobs], people that are
going to be in the NFL? It's stuff
like that that makes it worth it."
Despite his busy schedule,
Scharer manages to go above
and beyond what is required of
him, according to his superiors.
"Kyle is old school, old school
trainer. As in, he's always available and anything you ask him
to do he's going to go that extra
yard," said Annette Davidson,
an assistant athletic trainer at
BGSU.
Matt Hudson, another senior
in the athletic training program
who has been friends with
Scharer the past four years, said
Scharer is someone other trainers look up to.
"He's a leader, he sets a very
good example for everyone,"
Hudson said. "He's always there
to lend a helping hand."
Scharer was an athlete himself
in high school, playing baseball
and football in his hometown of
Millbury, Ohio.
"I've been involved in sports
since the time I could walk,"
Scharer said. "After 1 graduated high school I realized I still
wanted to be involved with
sports and I knew I wanted to
do something medically related, so it was just a matter of
combining the two."
However, being an athlete
himself makes it harder for
Scharer to just sit back and
watch the games and practices.
He said he misses being out
there with the team.

Submitted Ptwto

BREAK FROM ACTION: Kyle
Scharer maintains a busy
schedule that includes working
with many BGSU athletes.
"When I first started it was
horrible, you really miss being
out there, but after awhile you
just accept it. It's the times that
you're running out of the tunnel,
right before the game or something, that's when you really
want to just suit up and go at it."
Scharer continues to compete
in sports through intramurals,
although some of his teammates have doubts about his
alleged skills.
"Kyle talks about his high
school baseball days and gloats
quite a bit," said Doug Boersma,
the head athletic trainer at
BGSU. "We had a sports medicine intramural Softball team
last spring, and he struggled in
such a way that we all question
the validity of the stories."
While Scharer may not lead
his intramural team in batting
average, he probably leads the
training room in laughs.
"There's so many things that

Kyle has cracked me up with
or that we have just teased him
with no mercy," Davidson said.
"You can catch Kyle on anything, he is so gullible. You can
tell him anything and he's going
to believe it."
"Kyle is a lot of fun in the athletic training room," Boersma
added. "He can take sarcasm as
well has give it out"
While Scharer likes to have a
good time in the training room,
he has seen his share of serious
injuries with the worst being a
spiral tibia (shin bone) fracture
by a pole-vaulter.
"He landed coming down
from the pole vault wrong, and
he kind of twisted when he landed and it was almost compound,
through the skin," Scharer said.
"I was working |the track and
field canip by myself, so it was
kind of creepy, it was pretty big"
After graduation, Scharer
plans to attend graduate school
for athletic training and then
continue working as trainer
at a large Division 1 school,
although Boersma and Hudson
think he might also enjoy working for a professional baseball
team. Scharer got a taste of
both when he interned at Notre
Dame two summers ago and
the Toledo Mud Hens last summer. However, no matter where
he ends up after graduation,
Scharer is confident that athletic training is the profession
for him.
"That's how 1 know this is
what 1 want to do, when you sec
that you've helped somebody,
it's a great feeling," he said, "it
really makes you feel like you're
actually doing something with
your life."
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Rocket shot down in Houston
By Stephen Hawkins
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DALLAS — The Houston Astros
declined to offer salary arbitration to Roger Clemens yesterday,
a move that means he can't resign with the National League
champions until May 1.
The seven-time Cy Young
Award winner spent the last two
seasons with his hometown team
and hasn't decided whether to
pitch next year or retire. At 43,
he led the major leagues in ERA
at 1.67, going 13-8 to help the
Astros reach the World Series for
the first time.
"This is probably one of the
more gut-wrenching, difficult
decisions we've made as an
organization," general manager
Tim Purpura said. "It's one of
these things that you regret to
have to do.... We need to move
forward and we don't know just
what Roger's status will be for
next year."
Clemens made $18 million,
and the Astros didn't want to risk
going to salary arbitration while
they awaited his decision whether to play. Clemens still intends
to pitch for the United States
in March during the inaugur.il
Wiirld Baseball Classic
"We expected this because we
talked a great deal about thus,"
said his agent, Randy I lendricks.
"It's no surprise."
Clemens had an injured leg
and back late in the season
and was forced out of his start
in Game 1 of the World Series
against the Chicago White Sox

GREEN MEADOW
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after only two innings.
1 louston's decision could lead
to other teams trying to lure
Clemens, such as the New York
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Yankees and Boston Red Sox. two
of his former clubs.
"If anybody calls, we'll listen,"
I lendricks said.
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ROCKET MAN: Roger Clemens will not be offered arbitration from the
Houston Astros, meaning he cannot re-sign with the team until May 1.
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Collegiate Connection
Across from Campus

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

$$$ CASH {pipip
for your books!
Get an extra $5.00 for every
$50 spent on buybacks

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Sell vour books HERE!

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge Street

Sell your books anywhere!'

No student ID Required!

Hours:
M-Fri. 9-6

Hours:
Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

»0»v

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com
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Former Browns coach, Carson, dies
Carson, 75, was responsible
for "Steel Curtain" defense
SARASOTA. Ha. IAP) — Bud
Carson, the architect of
Pittsburgh's "Steel Curtain"
defense who later coached the
Cleveland Browns, died yesterday He was 75.
Carson, who had been ill with
emphysema, died at his home,
according to his wife's employee
TV station WWSB
Carson was the Steelers' defensive coordinator from 1972-77,
and shaped a defense led by
Joe Greene, lack I lam and lack
Lambert into one of the best in
NIT. history. During that time,
the Steelers won two Super Howl
titles under coach Chuck Null,
and would go on to win another
two after Carson left.
Carson then became defensive
coordinator of the Los Angeles
Hams, who lost to the Steelers
in the Super Bowl alter the 1979
season. I le coached the Browns
in 1989-90, posting a 11-13-1
record in 1 1/2 seasons.
Cleveland won the AFC Central
in his first season, beating Buffalo
34-30 in the playoffs before losing to Denver 37-21 in the AFC
championship game. He was

fired the next vear when the team
got off to a 2-7 start.
"Bud was an eccentric guy
that we respected very much
and as a a-sult, we played hard
because we liked Hud," said former Browns wide receiver Brian
Brennan. "We had an older team
and Bud Healed us like men. and
because of that he got the most
out of us."
Bnifinan also recalled some < >t
( aison's quirky coaching tech-

niques.

"Sometimes he would make
things up on the fly." Brennan
said. "We would practice something all week, and at halftime
Bud would say. 'let's try this.' He
liked to do things a little differently"
Colts coach limy Dungy, an
Nil. player in the late 1970s,
recalls marveling at how Carson
could make major adjustments
in personnel and strategy in the
middle of a game or a season.
"If anyone can come up with
something, it's Bud,'' Dungy said,
pointing to how Carson successfully put in a new and complicated defensive alignment for a

INNOVATOR: Bud Carson, the architect of Pittsburgh's "Steel Curtain" defense looks over the Steelers during a work out in preparation for a
playoff game Dec. 22,1977. Carson died yesterday at age 75 at his home in Sarasota, Fla.

key game widi Dallas in 1979.
(arson also coached Georgia
lech from 1967-71, posting a 2727 record, including a win in the
1970 Sun Bowl and was defensive

coordinator for the New York lets
from 1985-88.
"You lookal what heestablished
when he was with Pittsburgh, the
style of defense they played in the
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University Dining Services is selling 10" flavor fusion
specialty pies that put a whole new/ twist on tradition.

And even better ...they are only available through usl

• Country Apple Hi Pie witti "Maple Crust
--Wild Berry Blast Hi Pie
wit/l Lerrjpti Crust
' Orchard Fruit Hi Pie
witti Buttery Vary I la Crust
"Your choice ■ oqlySlU.VSI

Orders are now being taken at the Kreischer SunDidl
through December 14th, and at the Falcon's Nest
Food Court through December 21 St.
Pre-order forms available at cashier stations.
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championship they won." said
Marty Lyons, a defensive tackle
with the lets during (arson's tenure there. "Wherever he went, he
always had that aggressive style.
I le didn't want to let the offense
feel like they had an upper hand
on the defense. It was always an
attack mode."
Carson had some of the best
defensive players in NIL history
on the 1974 and 1975 Steelers
teams diat won the Super Bowl,
hut didn't hesitate to motivate
them. He pulled future Hall of
lame cornerback Mel Ulount
from the AFC championship
game against Oakland in January
1975 because he felt Blount wasn't
playing up to his ability.
"That was a stupid answer,"
Blount said before the Steelers
beat Minnesota in the Super
Bowl, criticism that caused a
major stir in Pittsburgh. "I don't
think smart coaches would'vc
done something like that"
The Steelers were so uncertain about Blount's future after
dial, diey drafted defensive back
Dave Brown of Michigan in the
first round and put him behind
Blount on the depth chart.
Blount responded by making
II interceptions in I97f>and win-

ning the NFL Defensive Player
of the Year award, and Brown
wound up with the expansion
Seattle Seahawks.
Carson'sworkwnthwhatiswidely regarded as the best defense
in Ml. history was praised even
after he left die Steelers, which
rankled some holdover members
of Noll's staff. Woody Widenhofer,
who became the Steelers' defensive coordinator in 1979, said the
defense was better after (arson
left because it was more complex
and relied more on blitzing.
"ITiis isn't that little architect's
defense." Widenhofer said. "He
didn't know anything about
defense until he got with Chuck
Noll."
Still, the Steelers were so concerned about (arson's knowledge
of their defense before the Super
Bowl in lanuary 1980 that they
rotated linebackers Loren Toews
and Hobin Cole on every play so
Carson couldn't steal their defensive play calls from the sidelines.
The Steelers won 31-19 for their
fourth and final Super Bowl victory.
Carson was a defensive back
at North Carolina from 1949-51
before spending two years in the
Marines.

OSUs Hawk gamers
Lombardi Award
By Chris Duncan
tut ASSOCIAIEO PRESS

HOUSTON — Ohio State linebacker A.). I lawk won the Rotary
Lombardi Award as the nation's
top college lineman or linebacker
Wednesday night, becoming the
fifth Buckeyes player to receive
the honor.
The other three finalists were
Louisville defensive end lilvis
Dumervil, Penn State linebacker
Paul Posluszny and Texas defensive tackle Rod Wright.
"Anyone who's up tor any kind

There are only 2 days left
to place an ad this
semester in the BG News!
Call Today

372-2605

of award, it's a reflection of the
team and die guys around them."
said Hawk, Ohio State's leading
tackier for three straight seasons
"A lot of people don't realize how
much the other 10 guys out there
help."
About 250 coaches, former
finalists and media members
voted for the award, given annually by the Houston Rotary Club.
Chuck Poole, the event's public
relations director, said the club
doesn't release a breakdown of
the votes.
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The Homestead ■ Graduate Housing
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brought to you by
CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $4991 Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals, Drinks.
Biggest Celebrity Parlies! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode: 32
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Wanted

Perrysburg family needs afterschool child care in our home.
Weekdays 3:45-5:45 and occasional
school holidays starting January,
2006 Must have reliable transportation to drive to activities.
Call 419-872-1228.

For Rent
"Avail Now 8 istolyr 1. 2, 4 & 6
bedrm apis/houses, great prices *
rooms low as $199.00 mo.
All next to campus.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Cook lor hire
Experienced and willing, spent the
last lour years cooking lor 25-30
people, three meals a day, two
snacks and dessert. Did own
budgeting and menu/meal plans.
can save you lots ol money.
Young and enthusiastic, please call
(or more intormation.
Bonnie (419) 575-5250 (please
leave detailed message)
International student needs 2 graduation tickets (or (amily traveling from
across the world 419-699-5858
Need graduation tickets.
Will pay il necessary.
CallChris419.601-1234

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Director of Christian Education
P/T (20-30 hrs/wk)
First Presbyterian Church, BG
419-352-4176. Edward Fiscus
Full/ PT photographer needed. HHI
South Carolina location, Will train
the right person, heavy photoshop
skills a plus, wkends & eves, working w; the public, no sales, pay
com. w/ experience, to start ASAP.
Call Rob or Sue at 843-2900088
Get Paid To Drive a Brand NewCar!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a
month. Pick up your (ree car key
today, www.lreecariiey.com
Part-time office help wanted (or
downtown BG CPA firm. Job will
begin in mid January. Knowledge of
Word and Excel helpful Prefer applicants having one or two courses
in accounting. Please e-mail resume
to Chartes@Slatercpa.com
The Toledo Mud Hens are looking
for outgoing individuals to entertain
fans during 2006 home games.
Dudes include executing on-field
contests, costumed character
work and more. Please send
resumes to: Toledo Mud Hens,
Attn. Game Day Entertainment,
406 Washington SI. Toledo, OH
43604. Please, no phone calls.
WINTER BREAK WORK
$17.50 base appt
Special 1 -5 weeks program, flex
sched., work pt in spring or secure
summer work, all majors welcome,
all ages 17., oust sales/svc,
conditions apply
Call Today! 419861.6134
Part-time counter help wanted.
Mornings and afternoons. Apply
1204 W. Wooster. 419 354-4494

"Houses Lg & Sm Avail, all next to
campus, 06-07 S.Y (Multiple studs
419 353 0325 9am-9pm, Listings
avail.24/7 at 316 E. Merry »3.
1 or 2 BR. apt. Close to campus.
Grad student or mature undergrad.
Avail. mid-December.
Call Gary 352-5414
2 bdrm. House. W/D hookup,
storage shed $5507mo. ♦ mil.
419-353-1556.
2 BR Furnished $585 . dep. Avail,
now. paid till Jan. lease neg. bgsuapartment@yahoo.com next to
BGSU
2 female subleasers needed immediately through August. The Enclave Contact Kristin at
massikd@bgnet.bgsu.edu or Ashlee
at 419-957-5412..
3 BR lg. prof, or family house,
excellent location. $895 avail, now.

419-352-5689
3 graduating seniors looking tor 2 or
3 subleasers. Needed for 3 bdrm
house 5 blocks from campus.
Spring and Summer 06, 1 1/2 ba,
2 car garage, ac heat new carpet.
w/d. $800/mo.
Call Angela 419-7330477.
3/4 br Apts. for 0607 school yr. 12
mo lease. Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 allowed. Call 419-3083525 10am- 10pm 619 High St.
812 3rd St Close to BGSU,
newly painted, 3 BR, 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard.
$840' mo +dep. you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775
All rentals avail. Aug. 15, 06. 1 yr.
lease, all close to BGSU, several 3
br. houses ranging from $750/ mo.
to $1200/ mo. 2 br. apts at $350/
mo. 1 br. apt. at $300/mo. efficiency at $250/ mo. All excellent condition, some newly remodeled. Call
419-308-2458 or 419-686-3805

'Mo mixer/

Holiday
Catering |

Available next school year
3 bdrm house
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061

•

3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-575-2683

.'

Female Roomate/Subleaser
Needed
Jan-May $240/Mo*Util 841 8th St.
Furnished 2BR, 2 baths.LR»Kitchen
419-260-6863
Gas heat paid, new carpet, close to
campus. 2 BR unfurnished. $600/
mo. Avail, immed. 419-409-1110.

.'

J

Houses Close to Campus
Available May or August 2006
Call 419-787-7577
Houses/Apts for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S.Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 9 -3 M - F
www.bgaparirnflnisxorn
Quiet tenants preferred
Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities,
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract.
Please Call 419-352-5211.
RENT FOR MONTH OF JANUARY
FREE! Own room in a house. Only
$255 a month. A block Irom campus. Sublease from Jan. to May.
Call (248) 408-8742 lor more info, or
email at eiknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Retired teacher and professor will
share house. 5 bdrm, 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message. (419)352-5523.
Rooms For Rent. 2 Blocks From
Campus In A Large House. Call For
More Intormation 419-575-4530
Subleaser needed ASAP Close to
campus S197.50.utilities contact
419-366-6872 for more into.
Subleaser needed ASAP, 1 bdrm.
$425/ mo. +util. Close to campus.
Call Beth at 419-352-3781
Subleaser needed Jan.- Aug. 10,
06 $285/mo -. utilities. Lg. bdrm.
Close to campus.
Call (419)308-4204 lor details.
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Mountain lion
Satie or Estrada
Counteractive substances
Alaska park
One in Toledo
McEntire sitcom
Saharan
Take your time
Sound of a leak
"A Confederacy of
Dunces'' author
Studio skjn
Actress Oberon
Syrian leader
Star in Cygnus
Prepare leftovers
Type of roll
Son of Seth
God of thunder
One Chaplin
Hop to it!
Ralph _ Emerson
Think better
Longitude lines
Refine rhetoric
Hebrew letter
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Grad Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenant's Desired
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ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
26
28
32
33
34
39
41
43
44

Soup veggie
Boxer Roberto
Plant pore
Coffee server
Juarez January
Loudness units
Sch. near Harvard
Start of William Blake quote
Director Kurosawa
For two, in music
Robert Pirsig book
Proofreader's mark
Smiled derisively
Part 2 of quote
Host of Parisians?
Actress Scala
Nuclear sub
Shaq of the NBA
Shade tree
Nappy leather
Members of a Jamaican
religious sect

46
48
49
52
56
57
58
61
64
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Lacking brightness
Speaker of baseball
Part 3 of quote
Upholstery fabric
Stated
Part of UAR.
Greek letter
Pigs' pads
End of quote
Hail to Horace
Drink garnish
Banks of baseball
Veto
Slalom curves
College leaders
Cunning

-

40 Cohort of Haley and
Bolger
42 Actress Farrow
45 Usher
47 El Norte Sra.
50 Put on cargo
51 Gives lip to
52 Sierra Nevada lake
53 Seed covers
54 Foundation
55 Over
59 Grow weary
60 Dancer Pavlova
62 Depraved
63 Physically provocative
65 UnseW of the NBA
66 Tonic's partner
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LFADI-R IN TI SI I'RIP
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

DAT

NCLEX

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST • WWW.KAPTEST.COM
For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Subleaser wanted. Large 3-bdrm.
house. Close to campus & downtown 225 E Merry Parking. W/D,
large room avail. $300 rent ♦ util.
Contact Dave 216 408-1375

Subleaser needed.
329 N Enterprise $200/mo ♦ util.
Call Sara 419-494-9346

The Windmill, 722 Clough St. 2 person lease. $480/ mo. util. indud.
Call John 419-733-6279

Subleaser(s) wanted Dec/ JanMay 13, House REALLY close to
campus. $312/ mo. OBO * util,
W/D,
Contact Ashley 330-321-1405

Very private room for one subleaser
Dec-May 2006. Avail as soon as
Dec. 20th. 110 N Enterprise Great
location. Close to campus and
downtown. $250. mo.
Call 740-815-9898

Subleaser needed! A room In a
house close to campus lor $255 a
month. For into email Liz @
ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

From Only $475!

UNIVERSITY

On selected floor plans

bookstore

-FREE HEA1

——— |

VWBfTY SQUAtl
• FART Ml-TS

1

N
H dm* LAW

Welcomes
Children's Author

| ShoppwOn

f 709 5th Street "\
APARTMENTS

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
'*•.*..*■*■ A-.A-A. .A-Al

Cynthia J. Olson

419-353-7715 t=}

2Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$50O7month Full Year Lease
for Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^
(419)352-1150

J

ALL STADIUM SKA UNO
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
M0« H.in<M-ll)1 '00 3 15 5 30 7 45 1000
J«BHF»0 FI
1245 3 30 7 1510 00
SAWIM,
1250730
ZAIHURAiPCi
1003155307:451000
TOURS MINE AND OURS |K|
1:00 3 10
5 20730940
JUST FlUfMOtire-iai 1 05 3 20 5 35 7 501005
INTHCMIXIPG-13]
3 00945
• RENT IHS-131
1204 15 7:101000
Wail THE LINE (PS-Ill 1 154107051000
HARRY POTTER AN0 THE GOBLiI OF
HM<n-11l 12301:30345450700810
OERJUU0l.Hl
1454157009:30
CHICKEN LITTLE toil .00 3 00 5 00 7 00 900

. 'A,„//,„/ 6

483-MI6I

irran** AM. RAn.AU SHOWS 11.30
HIIIAV-SI 1UA1 AIJ.SFATV AIJ WHIWS

n4fi

THE FOG IPS-IS)
4:30 7 00 910
OLIVER TWIST |M-m
4:15 7 00 9 30
FUGHTFUtN lfe-13)
5:15 7 20 920
JUST LIKE HEAVEN (PS-IS) 5 00710910
THE EXORCISM OF EMILY ROSE ire 111
400700920
RED EYE iPS-131
5 30730930

www.meccabg.com
LOG ON TODAY
View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.

NOW RENTING
Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com • www meccabq com
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H

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!
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Saturday, December 10
12:00pm
University Bookstore

